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Abstract
In this work, we investigate the formation/decomposition boundaries in the P–T phase diagram of the magnesium hydrides. The 

formation/decomposition boundaries are obtained based on the Gibbs free energy determined by DFT and CALPHAD calculations 
for the most stable polymorphs of magnesium hydride (α-MgH2, γ-MgH2, and ε-MgH2), of the hcp polymorph of the crystalline 
magnesium, and of the hydrogen gas (in the real gas model) in the pressure and temperature ranges 0-10 GPa and 0-1200 K, 
respectively.
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Introduction
One of the most promising classes of materials for the mobile 

storage of hydrogen is the chemical compounds of hydrogen with 
metals, so-called metal hydrides [1]. In particular, the magnesium 
hydride is a cheap material, with a high theoretical hydrogen 
weight content (7.6 wt.%) and good reversibility [2]. However, the 
poor kinetic and thermodynamic properties of magnesium require 
high ab- and de-sorption temperatures. Reducing the size of the 
magnesium grains to the nanoscale [3,4], confining [5], alloying 
[6] and mixing with additives [7] and catalysts [8] are practical 
solutions for improving the reaction speed at lower temperatures. 
Very often these solutions are combined [4,9]. The knowledge of 
the dependence of the magnesium-based hydride stability and 
phase transitions on the pressure and temperature is important 
to find the proper paths for the formation and decomposition of 
magnesium hydride phases and be helpful to guide the experimental 
investigations [10]. The electronic structure calculation methods 
based on several approximations of the Schrödinger equation 
reached nowadays a high level of maturity, being able to calculate 
the total energy and its derivatives, the structural, mechanical, 
electric, magnetic and spectral properties for molecular and 
periodic systems, by quantum chemistry and solid-state methods,  

 
respectively. The density functional theory (DFT) is an electronic 
structure method that considers the electron correlation at a low 
computational cost and provides accurate results [11]. The high-
quality calculations of the vibration frequencies for non- and 
periodic systems in various approximations (harmonic [12], quasi 
harmonic [13], and anharmonic [14]) permit the calculation of 
the thermodynamic properties (enthalpy, entropy, and Gibbs free 
energy) for different composition, pressure (P), and temperature 
(T) conditions, which can be used to predict the system phase 
diagram [15]. 

The total energy-based thermodynamic calculations were 
essential in predicting and guiding the experimental investigations 
for determination of the phase diagrams for magnesium [15,16] and 
hydrogen [17], and it can be applied with success to the magnesium 
hydride. The CALPHAD (Calculation of Phase Diagrams) calculations 
of the pressure - hydrogen content [18,19] and temperature - 
pressure [19] phase diagrams for the magnesium hydride reproduce 
the experimental data at low pressure (below few tens of MPa). 
Except for a few studies that consider the real gas model [20,21] 
most of the thermodynamic theoretical works consider the ideal 
gas model for the P-T hydride phase diagram [19,22-25]. As far we 
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know there are no experimental or theoretical phase diagrams for 
the formation/decomposition of the magnesium hydrides at high 
pressure. In a previous study (Ref. [26]) we performed DFT-based 
thermodynamic calculations to build the P-T phase diagram of six 
magnesium hydride polymorphs α-MgH2, β-MgH2, c-MgH2, γ-MgH2, 
δ’-MgH2 and ε-MgH2 in the pressure and temperature ranges of 
0-10 GPa and 0-1200 K, respectively. Here we present the complete 
P-T phase diagram of the magnesium hydride by calculation of the 
Gibbs energy for the crystalline hcp-magnesium and the real gas 
model for the molecular hydrogen and the identification of the 
formation/decomposition boundary of the magnesium hydrides 
for the same pressure and temperature ranges as in the previous 
study. (Ref. [26]. 

Computational Methods
The thermodynamic properties for the most stable magnesium 

hydride polymorphs α-MgH2, γ-MgH2 and ε-MgH2 are taken from 
the previous study [26], which were determined by a high accuracy 
DFT calculation scheme (plane-wave ultrasoft pseudopotential, 
exchange-correlation functional PBE [27], energy cutoff of 55 Ry, 
Brillouin zone - discretized by Monkhorst-Pack scheme [28], with 
a spacing of 0.04 Å-1). The quality of the used calculation scheme 
is validated by the confirmation of the coexisting curve of α and 
γ polymorphs of MgH2 by DFT thermodynamic calculations [24] 
and experimental data [29,30]. Recently, the hypothetical cubic 
structure c-MgH2, which was found in our calculation to have 
higher Gibb’s energy than the other considered magnesium hydride 
polymorphs, was identified by experimental investigations [31] to 
be metastable as nanocrystal as we supposed in Ref [26]. The used 
DFT calculations scheme for the three metallic polymorphs hpc, 
bcc, and fcc of the magnesium is similar as the one used for the 
magnesium hydride polymorphs, but with a higher energy cutoff (60 
Ry) and denser discretization of the Brillouin zone (with a spacing 
of 0.01 Å-1). The optimized crystalline structures are presented in 
the Supplementary Information. The phonon and thermodynamic 
calculations for the magnesium polymorphs are done following the 
same quasi-harmonic procedure [32] as in the previous article [26]. 
The Gibbs free energies for the different values of the pressure and 
temperature were calculated by the Phase GO toolkit, [33] using the 
data (volume, energy, and the phonon density of states) provided 
by the thermo_pw calculations with Quantum Espresso [34]. In 
the case of the crystalline systems, the product pressure-volume in 
the Gibbs is very small compared with other contributions to the 
Gibbs energy. However, we considered its contribution to the Gibbs 
energy.

Despite the inability of the DFT method to predict accurately 
the band gaps, the electron correlation effects at long-range 
distances and the electron transfer at very high pressures, it gives 
good results for low pressures of the hydrogen molecules in fluid 
and crystalline systems even neglecting the nuclear quantum 
effects, especially using the PBE exchange-correlation potential 
[35]. The electronic structure and the vibration frequency of the 
hydrogen molecule were calculated by the Quantum Espresso 

code through the interface ase.calculators.espresso of the ASE 
package, using the same calculation scheme as for crystalline 
MgH2 and Mg, but reducing the reciprocal space to only the Γ 
point ( 0k 



 ). To reduce the energy interaction between the 
hydrogen molecule and its periodic images, the H2 molecule was 
introduced into a large 20×20×20 Å3 cell. The interatomic distance, 
dissociation and vibration frequency determined by the chosen 
calculation schemes are like the experimental and other calculated 
data. (see in Supplementary Information). The translation and 
rotation contributions to the Gibbs free energy G(P,T) for the 
molecular hydrogen gas were calculated for several pressures P and 
temperatures T using the stereochemistry module of ASE package 
[36], within the ideal gas model [37]. The pressure corrections 
[20] to the Gibbs energy of the molecular hydrogen gas coupled 
with the CALPHAD-type thermodynamic calculations permitted 
the treatment of the hydrogen as a real gas. The pressure-
temperature P-T phase diagram for the formation/decomposition 
of the magnesium hydride can be built by computing the Gibbs free 
energy for magnesium hydride, metallic magnesium and hydrogen 
molecule involved in the reaction,

                                   MgH2 ↔ Mg + H2 (1)

on various pressure P and temperature T sets. The reaction is 
at thermodynamic equilibrium and the reactant(s) coexist with the 
product(s) when the Gibbs free energy of the reactant(s) is equal 
with that of the product(s). The Gibbs free energy of the crystalline 
magnesium and molecular hydrogen gas is given by the sum of 
the individual Gibbs free energies. The metallic magnesium and 
the hydrogen gas are considered completely separated and the 
interaction of hydrogen molecules with the magnesium surface 
is neglected. The thermodynamic properties of the crystalline 
magnesium are determined by the energy and its derivatives 
evaluation by solid-state DFT calculations [15,38]. The anharmonic 
effects are not considered in the present thermodynamic 
calculations as they become significant above 800 K for the 
magnesium hydride [23], which is higher than its decomposition 
temperature. The electronic component of the Gibbs energy is 
significant only at high temperatures for metallic systems and is 
neglected in the present study. 

Results
For computational reasons, we limit our study to the scenario of 

the magnesium hydride decomposition into crystalline magnesium 
and molecular hydrogen gas. The liquid state is not of interest in 
our case as the magnesium hydride is decomposing by sublimation 
and not by melting. Moreover, the preliminary calculations at 
low pressure P = 0.03 Pa indicate the formation/decomposition 
temperature to be 591.1 K, below 923 K the melting temperature of 
the hcp magnesium [30]. Despite its simplicity (the lightest element, 
with one electron and one proton), the hydrogen has a complex P-T 
phase diagram, which is under continuous updating and debate as 
more accurate electronic structure methods and more advanced 
high pressure and temperature experimental techniques become 
available. A short discussion of the hydrogen phase diagram is 
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given in Supplementary Information. 

The Metallic Magnesium

The hcp structure of the magnesium is the most stable one 
(total energy of -1596.084 eV/atom,  followed in stability by the 
bcc (-1596.080 eV/atom) and fcc (-1596.065 eV/atom) structures 
as it was predicted by calculations [39] and confirmed by the 
X-ray diffraction experiments [39,40]. Despite the small difference 
between the total energies of the three magnesium polymorphs, 
for the temperature range considered here, the hcp transforms to 
bcc only at high pressure (above 30 GPa) [16,40-42] and the DFT 
calculations predict a bcc - fcc transition at a much higher pressure 
1260 GPa [42]. As we work at lower pressures P < 10 GPa, only the 
hcp polymorph of the crystalline magnesium was considered. 

The Gibbs Energy for Hydrogen as a Real Gas

The ideal gas model provides all the ingredients for the 
calculation of the Gibbs energy together with the electronic structure 
calculations for a given set pressure-temperature: internal energy, 
zero-point energy, vibration, translation and rotation contributions 
to the enthalpy and entropy, which determine the Helmholtz F(P,T) 
and Gibb’s energies G(P,T): [43,44]

( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0
ididG P T F P T PV E V E V F T F P F T PVrotZPE vib transl= + = + + + + +  (2)

The ideal gas law V=RT/P for the one mole of molecular hydrogen 
is valid only at pressures around and below standard pressure (Po = 
1 bar) and at high temperatures; therefore, it constitutes a limiting 
case. As the pressure increases the intermolecular distances 
increases and intermolecular interaction becomes important. At 
very high pressure, and especially at low temperatures, the gas 
might condensate into liquid films on surfaces or form drops in 
the atmosphere. Thus, the development of other P-V-T equation of 
states not only for gases but also for related liquids and solids is 
required. In the frame of the real gas model, some corrections must 
be applied to the ideal gas to include the interactions among the 
constituents of the gas. Hemmes et al. [45] succeeded to develop an 
equation of state for the molecular hydrogen based on an extension 
of the Van der Waals model of the real gas that reproduces the 
experimental data for the molecular hydrogen for temperatures 
between 100 and 1000 K and pressures up to 10 Pa. 

Starting from the relation

                                                  
 

TN

GV
P

       (3)

 by integration with pressure between the limits Po and P it can 
be obtained

                                   ( , ) ( 0, ) ( ') '
p

G P T G P T O V P dPop
= +      (4)

where ( ) ( , )o oG T G P T  is the Gibbs energy along a reference 
isobar Po, which usually is considered to be the standard pressure 
of Po= 1 bar or 105 Pa. The values of the constant pressure heat 
capacity, enthalpy, and entropy for the pure elements at a lower 
pressure than the Po are calculated based on the ideal gas model 
for gases or determined from the experimental measurements for 
the condensed species and collected in different thermodynamic 

databases [46]. The molar heat capacities below the standard 
pressure have a polynomial dependence on the temperature, with 
good fitting coefficients for different temperature intervals [47], 
and the Gibbs energy can be evaluated in the CALPHAD calculations 
using the empiric Shomate equation [48] 

   2 3 1( ) ( ) * * * ( ) * * *o SERG T G T H A B T C T In T D T E T F T−= − = + + + + +   (5)

The coefficients A-F are determined by the simultaneous fit 
of the data from the thermodynamic databases and are tabulated 
in several databases [49,50], which are included in various 
thermodynamic software. The standard Gibbs energies are 
referenced to HSER - the enthalpies of the pure elements in their 
most stable phase (SER – Stable Element Reference) at 298.15 K 
and 1 bar. The values of coefficients A-F for the molecular hydrogen 
are given in the Supplementary Information. The dependence of 
the volume on the pressure given by the Hemmes’s equation of 
state [45] might be explored to obtain the G(P, T), but this route is 
difficult to be explored as it gives a 3rd power dependence of volume 
on pressure. A correction to the ideal gas volume can be introduced 
because of the gas compressibility as ( , ) / ( , )V P T RT P DV P T= +

. The experimental data used by Hemmes shows that non-ideal 
term for molecular hydrogen gas V  very small at low pressures 
and that it is the only pressure dependence. Using this fact, Joubert 
[20] proposed the correction of the volume with the pressure P 
described by

                                          
 5

1

( ) expi i
i

PV P a cb


        (6)

where ai, bi and c are constants that can be fitted to the 
experimental data. Thus, using Eq. 4, the Gibbs energy can be 
supplied as

 5

1

( , ) ( ) ln expo
B i io i

i

P PG P T G T k T a b cP dbP


          (7)

Thus, the Gibbs energy for the real gas can be written as

 ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )
P non id id non idoG P T G T k TIn G P G P T G PoB P

− −= + + = +    (8)

where 

                               ( , ) ( )
Pid oG P T G T k TIn oB P

= +      (9)

is the Gibbs energy of the ideal gas model, and the residual or 
excess term?

              
 5

1

( ) expnon id
i i i

i

PG P a b cP db




           (10)

describes the non-ideality of the gas. The values of the 
coefficients ai, bi, c and d coefficients for molecular hydrogen are 
provided in, as they are given in Ref [20]. Joubert estimated the 
constant d ( 1 , 298.15 )o oG P bar T K H SER= = =  in such a way that . A short 
discussion about the CALPHAD derived Eqs. 3-10 is given in the 
Supplementary Information. The CALPHAD calculations with Eq. 
5 reproduce very well the experimental data of the Gibbs free 
energy determined for the molecular hydrogen at lower values 
of the pressure than Po and temperatures above 273.15 K. Thus, 
together with the correction ( )non idG P−  proposed by Joubert, the 
experimental and theoretical data for higher pressure given by 
Hemmes et al. [45] are reproduced. 
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 The third low is fixing the value of the entropy S(P, T=0 K)=0. 
Thus, the S(P, T= 298.15 K) can be determined by integration. The 
DFT calculations correspond to T = 0 K and the Gibbs free energy 
G(0 K)=H(0 K)=Uo+PV is dependent on the calculation scheme 
through the total energy Uo. Therefore, the reference of HSER has 
to be shifted by HSER-HDFT to use Eq. 5. Thus, the shifted Eq. 5 
for Po is superposing over Go(T) calculated by DFT. We prefer to 
use it to describe the ( , )id oG P P T£  and the pressure dependence 

( )non idG P  given by Eq. 10. The components of the Gibbs energy 

(total energy, the vibration contributions to the Helmholtz energy, 
and the translation and rotation contributions to the enthalpy and 
entropy) for the ideal gas were calculated by the Quantum Espresso 
program through the module ase. calculators. espresso of ASE 
package, and the pressure-dependent non-ideal corrections are 
added by the ( )non idG P

 as described by the Eq. 9 (Figure 1). The 
component ( )non idG P

 becomes negligible for pressures P ≤ Po and 
the hydrogen gas behaves as an ideal gas. 

Figure 1:  The three-dimensional representation of the Gibbs energy G (P,T) of molecular hydrogen gas calculated by ideal 
(blue surface) and real (red surface) gas model.

Magnesium Hydrides Formation/Decomposition Bound-
ary

 The energy vs. volume and the phonon-DOS from the Quantum-
Espresso calculations for the hcp magnesium and the three 
polymorphs α-MgH2, γ-MgH2 and ε-MgH2 are manipulated by the 
toolkit Phase GO [33], which calculates the Gibbs free energies as a 
function of pressure and temperatures. The Gibbs free energy for the 
molecular hydrogen is calculated by ASE coupled to the Quantum 
Espresso in the frame of the ideal gas model and corrected by Gnon-Id 

(P, T) given by Eq. 10. Because of the numerical problems of the ASE 
script, for pressure lower than the Po = 10-4 GPa = 1 bar the ideal 
gas Gibbs energy is estimated by the Shomate Eq. 5. The full phase 
diagram (Figure 2) is obtained by using the crossing curves (the 
thin lines) of the Gibbs energy surfaces G (P, T) corresponding to 
each pair of magnesium hydride polymorph and the sum of the hcp 
magnesium and molecular hydrogen real gas. Our study predicts 
that at high pressures the decomposition temperature grows 
with pressure and cross the α-γ and γ-ε transformation curves 
of the magnesium hydride at (2.6 GPa, 684 K) and (5.01 GPa, 750 
K), respectively. For the entire range of the considered pressure 
values in the present study, the decomposition curve is below the 
melting temperature of the magnesium. Therefore, we suppose 
that the sublimation and not the melting is the key process in the 

decomposition of the magnesium hydride. At very low pressure of 
10-7 GPa, the decomposition of the magnesium hydride starts at a 
temperature of 509.1 K, which is 10 K lower than that determined 
by experimental measurements. The decomposition temperature 
grows fast with the pressure but much slower than as the 
experimental behavior, with a shoulder at 10-4 GPa and 519.1 K. At P 
= 0.03 GPa, the maximum pressure investigated by experiment and 
used for the CALPHAD calculations, the predicted decomposition 
temperature is 591.1 K, with 252 K lower than the experimental 
value. 

We are aware that despite that we consider the significant 
corrections of the real gas of the molecular hydrogen; the built 
P-T phase diagram is not considering some important effects 
that are present in the real world like the kinetic factors and 
neglect some phenomena present at the interface hydrogen gas 
– magnesium-based solid that might displace the formation/
decomposition boundary to higher temperatures. Therefore, we 
expect some discrepancies in the predicted decomposition curve 
by the DFT thermodynamic calculations and the experimental 
data. The formation/decomposition of the magnesium hydride is 
accompanied by the structural transformations of the magnesium 
lattice between hcp-Mg and α-MgH2 during the hydrogen 
uptake/release, which involves local strains and energy barriers 
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modification that control the kinetics of these processes. The kinetics 
of the transformation processes are not considered here. The 
magnesium and magnesium hydride are polycrystalline materials 
with many local and extended defects, rather than monocrystalline 
ones as we considered in the present study. The size and nature of 
crystallites and their grain boundaries are important factors in the 

formation/decomposition of the magnesium hydride. A hysteresis 
effect is experimentally observed in the hydrogen absorption and 
desorption isotherms. The most accepted justification for this effect 
is the plastic deformation of the material during the formation of 
hydride, which is missing during the hydride decomposition. Such 
an effect is not considered in our calculations.

Figure 2:  The formation/decomposition P-T phase diagram of the magnesium hydride. The curves represent the crossing of 
the Gibbs energy surfaces projected into the P-T plane: α-γ - blue line, γ-ε- green line and formation/decomposition -red line. 
The dotted blue line with empty dots indicates the DFT calculated α-γ separation line [24] and the blue rhomb and yellow 
circle indicate two experimental α-γ separation points. [29,30] The inset presents the low-pressure formation/decomposition 
lines, where the green line with dots indicates the experimental and CALPHAD calculated data for the magnesium hydride 
decomposition [19] and the red line the calculated data in the present study.

The defects formation and accumulation by ball milling facilitate 
the diffusion of the hydrogen atoms through the magnesium lattice 
and the transformation of the lattice, lowering the energy barriers 
for the formation/decomposition of the magnesium hydrides. The 
surface morphology and the presence of the passivation films of MgO 
and Mg(OH)2 when the materials are exposed to the atmosphere 
delay the penetration or release through such films. When the 
magnesium is exposed to the environmental atmosphere the 
passivation layers of magnesium oxide and hydroxide thin films are 
formed on the top of magnesium and magnesium hydride affect the 
kinetics of the magnesium hydride formation and decomposition, 
respectively, shifting these processes to higher temperatures than 
the temperatures determined by thermodynamic considerations. 
Despite the important neglected effects, the assessed P-T formation/
decomposition phase diagram for the magnesium hydride can be 
used to guide the experimentalists to determine a more realistic 
one and to find a synthetizing way to control the formation/
decomposition phase diagram of the magnesium hydride.

Conclusion
We have performed high accurate thermodynamic DFT 

calculations by using the PBE exchange-correlation functional for 
three polymorphs of the magnesium hydride (α−, γ− and ε−MgH2), 

hcp magnesium and molecular hydrogen real gas. The Gibbs free 
energies are computed for different temperatures and pressures 
and the phase diagram was built from the crossing of the Gibbs 
energy surfaces of the magnesium hydrides polymorphs and of the 
hcp magnesium and molecular hydrogen real gas for pressures and 
temperatures in the range of 0-10 GPa and 0 - 1200 K, respectively. 
The formation/decomposition curve is starting from 591.1 K for 
the low-pressure P = 0.03 GPa, growing with the applied pressure 
in agreement with the findings of the low-pressure experimental 
investigations and CALPHAD thermodynamic calculations. 
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Supplementary Information 

The Metallic Magnesium
An intermediary structure dhcp (a hexagonal structure with 

an ABACABAC layering instead of ABABABAB one as for the hcp 
structure) between hcp and bcc structures was identified at 9.6 GPa 
[1] The dhcp structure was presumed to exist [2] and it is under 
debate either it exists [3] or not [4] The DFT-based Particle Swarm 
Optimization calculations predict the transition bcc to fcc at high 
pressure (456 GPa) and new structure simple hexagonal sh at 
pressures higher than 756 GPa [5]. Moriarty and Althoff established 
for the first time the magnesium P-T phase diagram, based on the 
Generalized Pseudopotential Theory calculations [6]. Thus they 
identified the triple point hcp-bcc-melt at 1180 K and 4.36 GPa 

and that the hcp structure is stable at low temperatures up to 50 
GPa and that the bcc is stable above 4 GPa at high temperatures. 
The theoretically predicted phase diagram was confirmed by 
laser speckle experimental investigation,[7] which shows that 
magnesium melts above 1000 K at low pressure (less than 1 GPa) 
and that melting line is almost linear with pressure up to 50 GP 
where it becomes flat and the bcc structure it is supposed to be 
formed. The X-ray diffraction investigations establish that the 
magnesium at a pressure about 6.6 GPa melts at high temperatures 
(1200±100K),[8] in agreement with 1300 K predicted earlier by 
the same group [9]. The Molecular Dynamics simulations based on 
the empirical force field MEAM predict that the crystallization of 
melted magnesium goes through a bcc metastable structure, which 
further it is transformed into stable hcp structure [10].

Table S1: The equilibrium unit cell parameters, the interatomic distance, the total energy (E), the bulk modulus B and its derivative 
B’ for the stable metallic magnesium polymorphs.

System, symmetry group

(space group)
Unit cell The coordinates, unit cell parameters, interatomic dis-

tance, volume, and equilibrium total energy per atom

Bulk 
modulus

B

(gpa)

B’

 hcp 

P63/mmc 

(194)

Mg (1/3,2/3,1/4)

a = b = 3.267 Å, c = 5.264 Å

α = β = 90.0o, γ = 120.0o

dMgMg = 3.238 Å

E = -1596.084 eV/atom

36.6

36.5 [11]

3.69

bcc

Im-3m

(229)

Mg (0.0,0.0,0.0)

a = b= c =3.159 Å

α = β = γ = 90.0o

dMgMg = 2.736 Å

E = -1596.080 eV/atom

35.2 4.09
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fcc 

Fm-3m 

(225)

Mg (0.0,0.0,0.0)

a = b= c = 3.256 Å

α = β = γ = 90.0o

dMgMg = 2.302 Å

E = -1596.065 eV/atom

?? ??

Experimental data

[1] hcp (0.0 GPa, 300K)

[2] hcp

[12] hcp (0.1 MPa, 298K)

[13] bcc (58 GPa)

[9]

[4]

[4] hcp+bcc

[4] hcp

a=b=3.202, c=5.208 Å

a=b=3.203, c=5.195 Å 

a=b=3.209, c=5.210 Å

a=b=c=2.953 Å

36.8

36.8

38.4

39.3

38.9

4.3

4.3

3.7 

3.6

3.7

Further for the building of the P-T phase diagram in the range P 
< 10 GPa and T < 1200 K we consider the polymorphs hcp and bcc 
of the magnesium as the hcp polymorph might be transformed to 
bcc under the stress determined by the H2 gas. We did not consider 
the fcc structure as it is forming under much higher pressure than 
we consider in the present study. The chosen calculation scheme 
for the metallic magnesium gives good results as can be observed 
in Table S1.

Phase Diagram of Hydrogen
Despite its simplicity the hydrogen (the lightest element, with 

one electron and one proton) it has a complex P-T phase diagram, 
which is under continuous updating and debate as more accurate 
electronic structure methods and more advanced high pressure 
and temperature experimental techniques become available. The 
theoretical studies are essential to shed a light on the behavior of 
the hydrogen very high pressures of the hydrogen because of the 
experimental difficulties in these conditions. At low and moderate 
pressures and temperatures, the hydrogen atoms prefer to form 
diatomic molecules. Depending on the orientation of the two 
nuclear spins the hydrogen molecule can be in two states, ortho- 
(the spins have the opposite orientation) and para-H2 (the spins 
have the same orientation), for which the partition function [14] 
and equation of states [15] can be determined, facilitating the 
calculations of the thermodynamic properties. At 0 K, the para-
hydrogen molecules are the most preponderant and the ratio 
para:ortho becomes 1:3 at the equilibrium at the room pressure 
1 atm and temperature 293.15 K (called normal hydrogen). In 
the liquid state, the equilibrium composition is close to almost 
only parahydrogen. The small energy difference between the two 
types of molecular hydrogen determines slight differences in the 
properties of the two forms of hydrogen [16].

The hydrogen is characterized by a very low P-T triple point (7.04 
kPa,13.84 K), where the molecular gas, liquid and solid coexist and a 

low critical point (1.30 MPa, 33.3 K), where the hydrogen molecular 
gas and liquid coexist [17]. The fluid and crystalline hydrogen are 
separated by the melting line that was fitted by the Simon curve 
[18] up to room temperature and 5.2 GPa [19] and by the Kechin 
curve [20] (an extended version of the Simon curve) up to 750 K 
and high pressures [21]. The Kechin melting curve for hydrogen has 
a maximum at about P = 128 GPa and 1100 K. The existence of the 
maximum point of the melting curve was predicted by theoretical 
calculations [22]. The melting curve of hydrogen has been shown 
to reach a maximum with Tmelt = 1050 ± 60 K at P = 106 GPa and 
the melting temperature of hydrogen decreases at higher pressures 
so that Tmelt = 880 ± 50 K at P = 146 GPa [23]. in agreement with 
other experimental measurements [24]. Two hydrogen molecules 
per unit cell prefer to be arranged with their centers in an hcp 
crystal structure (called crystalline phase I) with no preferred 
orientations of the hydrogen molecules at temperatures below the 
triple point. The structure is stable up to 800 K under a moderate 
pressure of 0.1 GPa [25]. At higher pressures, several other phases 
(II - VI) are predicted by theoretical and identified by experimental 
investigations [26]. A triple point for the crystalline phases I, II and 
III is experimentally identified at (155 GPa, 125 K) [27]. The first 
four phases are supposed to be insulating [28] and the phases V 
and VI to be metallic. The phase VI is supposed to be characterized 
as an atomic system.

At low pressure P = 0.1 MPa (about 1 atm) and T = 23.15 K, 
the hydrogen is in gas phase with a density of 1.1212 kg/m3, which 
become 0.0887 kg/m3 at T = 273.15 K and decreases to 0.0609 
kg/m3 for T = 398.15 K; as the pressure increases the density also 
increase becoming 2.9490 and 49.4240 kg/m3, for P = 5 and 100 
MPa, respectively at T = 298.15 [29]. The pressure, temperature, 
and fluid density r  are connected by the compressibility factor 

 Z P RTr
 

in an equation of states, where R is the universal 
gas constant. The compressibility factor of hydrogen gas has 
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values between 1.0 and 1.1 for temperatures higher than 200 K, 
increasing slightly with the pressure (for P < 0.1 GPa) [30]. For low 
temperatures, the pressure dependence of Z is much important. 
At low pressure, the interactions are negligible as the mean free 
path is large (compatible with low densities) and at the high 
temperatures the intermolecular forces are negligible compared to 
the kinetic energy of molecules. In such conditions, the hydrogen 
gas behaves very much as an ideal one. Indeed, at low pressure, the 
hydrogen gas behaves as an ideal gas Z≅1 (for example, Z is 1.0067, 
and r =0.5973 mol/l at P=0.001 GPa and T=200K) [31]. but as 
the pressure increases the gas density increases too and the real 
gas model [32] (for example, Z becomes 2.8595, and r =42.0601 
mol/l at P=0.2 GPa and T=200K) [33] is more appropriate. At the 
temperature of 298 K the hydrogen gas still can be considered an 
ideal gas for pressures up to 1.5 GPa. The compactness of the fluid 
is amplified by the temperature increase (for example, Z becomes 
1.74461, and r =27.5756 mol/l at P=0.2 GPa and T=500K) [33]. 
The hydrogen gas can be liquefied by successive compression 
and cooling steps, below the critical point. To avoid the hydrogen 
boiling because the ortho to para conversion the temperature has 
to be below 20.28 K at P = 1 atm, where of hydrogen molecules are 
0.21% ortho and 99.79% para [34]. At very high temperatures [35] 
and under strong magnetic fields [36] the fluid hydrogen is ionized 
forming the plasma phase. The calculations predict [37,38] and 
experimental investigations give evidences [39] that under high 
pressure a liquid-liquid phase transition occurs: the partly the fluid 
hydrogen molecules dissociate and the electrons are delocalized 
from the atoms.

The Gibbs Energy for Real Gases
The ideal gas model provide all the ingredients for the 

calculation of the Gibbs energy together with the electronic 
structure calculations for a given set pressure-temperature G(P, T): 
internal energy, vibration frequencies, and the translation, rotation 
and vibration contributions to the enthalpy and entropy. However, 
because the model is valid only for low pressures (generally up to Po) 
additional corrections have to be done to the ideal gas Gibbs energy 
to include the interactions among the constituents of the gas, in the 
frame of the model of the real gas. To avoid the problems of using 
supercell method that is specific to the solid-state calculations we 
did the thermodynamic calculations for the hydrogen molecules in 
a gas state by ASE package [40] within the ideal-gas limit in which 
translational and rotational degrees of freedom are taken into 
account, [41] using the quantum chemistry software NWCHEM [42] 
as calculator for the energy evaluation. To use the same calculation 
scheme and the same solid-state software Quantum Espresso for 
the isolated systems (atoms, molecules, and clusters) the effects of 
the residual interaction between the system and its images due to 
the periodicity a large supercell has to be considered, using only 
the Γ point for the reciprocal space. Gas-phase energy of hydrogen 
was calculated by placing one H2 molecule in a 20× 20 × 20 Å3 cell, 
using only the Γ point (k = 0). The Martyna-Tuckerman correction 
[43] for isolated molecules and clusters in periodical boundary 
conditions is implemented in QE can be activated by the keyword 
assume_isolated=martyna-tuckerman. The interatomic distance, 
dissociation and vibration frequency determined by different 
calculation schemes are given in Table S2. 

Table S2: The determination method, the interatomic distance (rHH), the dissociation energy and the vibration frequency ω determined 
by electronic calculations (method/basis set) and experimentally. The experimentally measured value of the H2 vibrational frequency 
considers also the anharmonic contributions. The reported values correspond to different calculation schemes and different codes, 
indicated in square parenthesis (NW – NWChem, QE – Quantum Espresso, CT – CASTEP, DM – Dmol3). 

Determination Method
rHH

(Å)

H2 Dissociation
Energy

(Hartree)

Vibration
Frequency

ω
(cm-1)

PBE/3-21G [NW]a 0.764 0.164881 4365.8

PBE/3-21++G* [NW]a 0.766 0.162952 4329.3

PBE/6-31+G* [NW]a 0.700 0.165512 4352.0

PBE/aug-cc-pVTZ [NW]a 0.768 0.162252 4264.3

PBE/PW(Martyna) [QE, Ecut=750 eV]b 0.751 0.166685 4315.6

PBE/PW [QE, Ecut=750 eV]b 0.751 0.166684 4315.6

PBE/PW [CT, Ecut=500 eV]b 0.752 0.249693 4282.5

PBE/PW [CT, Ecut=750 eV]b 0.751 0.248349 4285.7

PBE/DNP3.5 (DM)a 0.762 0.180914 4251.0

PBE/DNP3.5 (DM)b 0.762 0.180907 6767.2

CI/STO [44]a 0.742 0.166954 4385.0

Experiment 0.742 [45]
0.164546

0.164568 [46]

4160.0 (4401.0c) [47]

4161.2 [48]

aisolated molecules; b one molecule in a large periodic cubic cell with size of 25 Å; c The experimental value of the harmonic frequency is 
given in round parenthesis.[49]
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 It can be seen that the larger basis sets the error of predicting 
the vibration frequency increases. Usually, for the reproduction of 
the experimental frequencies a factor correction is applied to the 
computed frequencies,[50] but to avoid such correction we prefer 
to use for the thermodynamic calculations the calculation scheme 
PBE/3-21G that despite its simplicity also reproduces quite well 
the experimental values of the interatomic distance and the binding 
energy (see Table S2). 

The equation of state from the ideal gas model has to be 
modified for a real gas by introducing the compressibility factor
  Z PV RT , which is 1 for the ideal gas. [51] The compressibility 
factor can be expressed of molar volume as

            
        2 31 ' ' ' ...Z PV RT B T P C T P D T P     

The temperature-dependent coefficients, called virial 
coefficients, can be determined by experimental measurements [52] 
or by calculations. [53, 54] This approach is very much dependent 
on the accuracy of the calculation method. An alternative way is 
starting from the Gibbs energy of the real gas, which can be written 
in a similar way as for ideal gas, 

                                 
 

( , ) ( ) lno
B o

fG P T G T k T
P

 

where f coincides with P. The parameter f is called the gas 
fugacity and represents the gas effective pressure and accounts 
for the non-idealness of the gas. It is convenient to introduce the 
so-called fugacity coefficient defined as /f P  where P is the 
true mechanical pressure. For an ideal gas, the fugacity is the gas 
pressure for the ideal gas and the fugacity coefficient f is unity. 
Using this function the Gibbs energy of the real gas can be written 
as

  
( , ) ( ) ln ( ) ln ln ( , ) lno o id

B B B Bo o
P PG P T G T k T G T k T k T G P T k T

P P


       

or

          
 ( , ) ( , ) ( , )id non idG P T G P T G P T 

which shows that the Gibbs energy of the real gas can be 
formally seen as the corrected Gibbs energy of the ideal gas. 

( , )non idG P T
 depends directly on T and indirect on P through ( , )P T

. For the given P and T, the fugacity coefficient can be written as in 
the Perrot approach [55]

                                        
 

   
0

1ln , ' '
'

P
RTP T V P dP

RT P


      
Thus the Gibbs energy of the gas can be calculated if the 

dependence V(P) is known from the equation of state and it 
can be treated within the mathematical framework of ideal gas 
thermodynamics.

 More accurate thermodynamic calculations especially at high 
pressures and at low temperatures can be done using the Van der 
Waals Equation of State.[56] At ambient temperature (298.15 K) 
the pressure of the real gas vs. molar volume can be described by 

                                                   
 

 2
aP V b RT

V

       

where: 

- p is the gas pressure, 

- V the volume occupied by one mole of gas, 

- T the absolute temperature, 

- R the gas constant, 

- a is the dipole interaction or repulsion constant, 

- b is the volume occupied by the gas molecules. 

For the hydrogen molecular gas, a has the value 2.476102 
m6·Pa·mol-2 and b = 2.661105 m3·mol-1 [57]. The parameter a 
describes the strong repulsion interaction between hydrogen 
molecules and it is responsible for the low critical temperature 
(Tc=33 K) of hydrogen gas. For low pressures the Van der Waals 
correction does not significantly change the dependence G(P,T) 
for the molecular hydrogen gas, comparing to the ideal-gas model. 
Several other forms of the EOS are proposed for hydrogen and its 
isotopes [58]. 

 An elegant formulation starts from the Van der Waals equation 
of states is the Peng−Robinson EOS, where, where the coefficients 
a(T) and b(T) are temperature-dependent [59]. An alternative EOS 
treat the coefficients a(P) and b(P) are considered depending on 
pressure and the α(T) exponent as depending on temperature [60] 

                          
     a P

P V b P RT
V 

        

where

                  
 

       

 

2 3 4
2 3 8

1 2 3 8
2

0 1 2

ln ln ln ... ln

1a(P)=exp(a +a ln(P)-exp(a +a ln(P))

b(P)=b P b P b P b P

T T T   

   

  

The values of the parameters ai, bi and αi for the molecular 
hydrogen fluid are given in the Table S3.

Table S3: The parameters ai, bi and αi of the generalized Van der 

Waals equation of state [60]

a1 19.599 b0 20.285

a2 -0.8946 b1 -7.44171

a3 18.608 b2 7.318565

a4 2.6013
b3 -3.46372

b4 0.873729

α0 2.935

b5 -0.12385

b6
9.8570583 x 

10-3

α1 -1.531 x 10-3 b7
-4.1153723 x 

10-4

α2 4.154 x 10-6 b8 7.02499 x 106
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 For an isothermal transformation, the variations of the 
thermodynamics parameters are 
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where T0 is usually considered the standard temperature 
of 298.15 K. Thus, the Shomate equation [61] that gives the 
temperature dependence of the Gibbs free energy at Po

   2 3 1( ) ( )o SERG T G T H A B T C T ln T D T E T F T             

can be obtained. 

Table S4: The parameters A-F in the Shomate equation of the 
standard Gibbs energy (given in J/mol H2) for a temperature in the 
range 273 - 1000 K for the molecular hydrogen. [62-64]

A -9522.97 D 0.002759

B 78.52739 E -7.46390667 10-7

C -31.3571 F 56582.3

Below and around the reference pressure Po the Gibbs free 
energy can be calculated using the ideal gas model as  ( ) ( )o idG T G T . 
Considering the compressibility of the gas Joubert [65] proposed 
for the non-ideal component of the Gibbs free energy a pressure 
dependency as

                                

 5

1

( ) expnon id
i i i

i

PG P a b cP db




      
 The values of the ai, bi, c, and d coefficients (see Table S5) 

for the molecular hydrogen gas are determined by the fit of the 
experimental data.

Table S5: The values of the parameters that give the pressure 
dependence of the Gibbs energy of the fluid hydrogen [65].

a1 4.29 x 10-6 m3 b1 5.35 x 108 Pa

a2 6.35 x 10-6 m3 b2 4.21 x 109 Pa

a3 4.25 x 10-6 m3 b3 3.99 x 1010 Pa

a4 -1.50 x 10-6 m3 b4 2.90 x 107 Pa

a5 -1.63 x 10-6 m3 b5 8.02 x 107 Pa

c 2.479 x 10-6 m3 d 1.98428 x 105 J

Thus the P and T dependency of the Gibbs free energy within 
the real gas model can be completely estimated in the frame of 
the CALPHAD method. As the ideal component of the Gibbs free 
energy can be calculated based on the thermodynamic calculations 
based on the DFT method, just ( )non idG P

 has to be calculated by the 
Joubert scheme [65]. Thus the boundary curve for the formation 
and decomposition of the magnesium hydride can be determined 
by the thermodynamic calculations based on the DFT electronic 
structure method. 
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